
Democrat-run metro cities overrun with ZOMBIE DRUG “TRANQ” that’s cooked
down into powder form and mixed with heroin and fentanyl – eats human flesh

Description

Just take a stroll down any metropolitan street in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Portland, or
New York City, and you will feel like you just stepped onto the movie set of “World War Z.” There are
actual zombies roaming the streets, sleeping standing up, and moaning from the flesh-eating disorder
they have from taking a pet tranquilizer that eats human flesh (they thought they were just smoking
fentanyl and crack). The zombie drug “tranq dope,” also known by veterinarians as xylazine, is now
frequently used by drug dealers to “cut” other drugs (spread them out so they make more money),
while further complicating the drug addiction nightmare for users.

Zombie drug tranq infiltrating heroin, fentanyl, counterfeit 
prescription pills, and sedatives

Just as one may have thought the illicit drug supply couldn’t get any more dangerous and deadly, it
did. Many drug dealers use baby laxatives to cut cocaine and crack so they can make it look like
there’s more to buy and use, and double or triple their profits. The side effects for drug users boiled
down to a bad case of the runs, and then whatever else happens to the heart, brain, and cleansing
organs from the continued drug use.

Now there is xylazine, a drug used by veterinarians and fellow surgeons for anesthesia, sedation,
muscle relaxation, and analgesia. Doesn’t sound so bad for drug addicts, but the drug wasn’t made for
humans, but mainly cattle, horses, and other mammals. Turns out, it’s too dangerous to use on
humans because it causes dangerously low blood pressure, critically low heart rates, and wait for it… a
disorder that eats away at the flesh.
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Also, because xylazine is a non-opioid sedative, it’s also not a “controlled substance” in the USA, and
NARCAN does not work as an anecdote to save people from overdosing, like it can with heroin or
fentanyl. Xylazine cannot be purchased without a veterinary license, so how are so many drug dealers
getting a hold of it to use to cut street drugs?

DEA puts out safety alert about “widespread threat” of fentanyl 
cut with xylazine in 1/4th of all fentanyl powder sold in America
‘s socialist cities

The DEA is warning of a “widespread threat” of fentanyl cut with xylazine, the “zombie drug” that is
stolen from veterinary clinics and mixed with other street drugs. Xylazine is ultra-deadly and can eat
away at human flesh when consumed or smoked. Also, the fentanyl anecdote NARCAN does not work
to save people from xylazine overdose.

About one-fourth of all fentanyl powders sold on the streets is now laced/mixed with the zombie drug,
warns the DEA.

Xylazine causes CNS depression, respiratory depression, heart rate slow down, and death. This
veterinarian drug for putting animals under for surgery is being taken in pills and smoked by druggies in
Democrat-run metropolitan cities and it’s eating their flesh. Drug dealers are mixing this with fentanyl
and people don’t know, and NARCAN won’t save them from this. It’s like a real-life scene from the
Walking Dead show. Will these zombies still be able to vote for Biden in 2024, for more free money
and new crack pipes for smoking Tranq?

Tranq gives it’s users leper-looking sores and can result in amputation of limbs. When combined with
fentanyl the chances of death skyrocket from just one use. Many druggies die the first try, and most
don’t even know they’re getting xylazine at all. The Democrats in DC like this, because it’s part of the
depopulation program, along with Covid vaccines and open borders.

Tune your internet dial to NaturalMedicine.news for more tips on how to use natural remedies for
preventative medicine and for healing, instead of succumbing to Big Pharma for toxic injections that
spread disease and disorder.
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